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Wolfsbane Investigations
Three delightful cozy mysteries in this USA Today Bestseller. Middle age was never so
much fun - if you don't count the murders. When her husband of thirty years runs off
with a college student named Cherri, Jane Delight returns to Pennsylvania to work in
her Amish sister's cupcake store. Having lost everything in the divorce, Jane now finds
herself sharing an apartment with two feisty octogenarians and their quirky cat. Mr.
Crumbles. But there is no time to despair. A man is murdered in the cupcake store, and
now Jane is the prime suspect. Enter brooding detective Damon McCloud, a Scot with
a tragic past and a desire for justice. Can Jane solve the murder, wrangle her new
roommates, and stop herself from falling for the detective? Or will she never get her
new life on track? In this bestselling cozy mystery Box Set: 1. True Confections 2.
Previous Confections 3. Confection is Good for the Soul
UFO2 is the second annual collection of humorous science fiction and fantasy short
stories. Inside you'll find: - A golem on an interstellar cruise ship - Dragon-taunting for
fun and profit - Time travel gone really wrong - Cubicle farm wizardry - Alien behemoths
in Central Park
Relive the gripping, noir-esque launch of Peter David's most memorable concept: XFactor Investi- gations! Jamie Madrox sets up a detective agency in the heart of Mutant
Town...but with so many duplicates out in the world, who is the real Madrox? Does he
even know anymore? Then, when the fallout from the House of M depowers most of the
world's mutants, X-Factor must find answers fast! With Guido, Wolfsbane, Siryn, M and
Rictor by his side, and joined by the stuff -knowing Layla Miller, Madrox must take on
the manipulati ve prescient Mr. Tryp's rival group Singularity Investigations, navigate a
superhuman Civil War, learn why the X-Men lied to his team, deal with the unbalanced
Quicksilver's new ability to reboot mutant powers for a price...and discover the deadly
traitor in X-Factor's midst! COLLECTING: MADROX 1-5, X-FACTOR (2006) 1-12
How can Thorn fight a dream foe -- risking life and sanity, that is exactly what he sets
out to do . . . and his shrewd tactics and reckless daring create a pulse-hammering
story against an all to real opponent!
When a fairy tale ends up in a bloodbath, virtue rises. Dinah isn't just a private
investigator, she solves unthinkable mysteries in the multiverse, and has never lost a
case until her best friend becomes a victim in a series of mass murders. Someone is
toying with the human race and sending threats across the cosmos. Arik, an Oxford
professor in mythology, holds the key to several secrets in the multiverse. When Dinah
travels to Earth to seek help from him, they discover one of the secrets he knows could
make him the next victim. As the danger increases, so does their mutual attraction. But
fate might have something else in store for them in a twist of a fairy tale. Dark Solar is
an urban fantasy trilogy, full of action, magic, surprises, science and romance.
This volume offers a new translation of Kant's pioneering contribution to the discipline
of anthropology.
Frozen in its sinister history, the house nestled on its private road lay waiting for him.
Widowed author Rhett Shaw leaves New York in search of solitude within Vermont’s
countryside where he discovers a decayed and forgotten home that looks like the
perfect fixer-upper. While renovating, Rhett notices peculiarities: appliances turn on by
themselves, he hears voices in the walls, and he senses a presence watching him.
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Despite the phenomena, he becomes obsessed with the restorations, and the more
sweat he pours into them, the more he feels the house urging him. As the house takes
shape, so does his new book. His characters embed themselves inside his
thoughts—and possibly, he wonders, his actions. The felonies he describes in his story
are infesting his new community in explicit detail, and the distraught author can’t tell if
he’s depicting the crimes before they’re committed or after. Is he psychic, or is the
house controlling him? Get lost in this chilling “absolute must-read” that is two books in
one and will “keep you on the edge” with its spine-tingling plots. She whispered, “It
gets angry, and then it consumes you.” Ages 16+
Presents a collection of work in processual archaeology that represents a wide range of
research domains, rather than being focused on a specific topic or style of research.
The Iron Wolf mercenaries who guard travelers on the Misery Trail are notorious for
their quick and casual sex lives. Deryn may fit the stereotype better than most, but she
has her reasons. A childhood tragedy has left her wary of forming attachments. If you
don't care, then you can't get hurt, but you can still make a mess of things—such as the
error of judgment that leaves her with no money, forced to spend the winter on a lousy
job in a miserable little backwater. There she meets Alana, local healer, vet, and
woman of mystery. It does not take Deryn long to find out that Alana is more than she
seems, and has her own perilous secret to keep. Yet Deryn still finds herself falling for
the woman, so much so that her come-and-go lifestyle is at risk. This would be bad
enough, but serious trouble arrives for Deryn and Alana in the form of demon magic
from the Time of Chaos—revealing that old legends are not merely material for ghost
stories around the fire. As the danger increases, who do they need to fear more, the
living or the dead?
Collects X-Factor (2005) #1-6.
Get all of the currently-published books in the Reg Rawlins series for one low price! A
self-professed con artist practicing as a contact to the dead, a drop-dead gorgeous
warlock, and a psychic cat—what could go wrong? This set includes: What the Cat Knew
A Psychic with Catitude A Catastrophic Theft Night of Nine Tails The Telepathy of
Gardens Delusions of the Past Fairy Blade Unmade Web of Nightmares A Whisker’s
Breadth Get your paws on these nine books now!
Get the first three books in the Reg Rawlins series for one low price! A self-professed
con artist practicing as a contact to the dead, a drop dead gorgeous warlock , and a
psychic cat - what could go wrong? This set includes: 1. What the Cat Knew The
fortune teller gig started as a scam, but Reg suddenly finds herself tangled up in the
case of Warren Blake, a man who she thought was dead. It turns out he may still be
alive, but in mortal peril. 2. A Psychic with Catitude Reg Rawlins is back in business,
asked by Detective Jessup to consult on a missing persons case. Little does she know
that it’s not your average teen runaway or kidnapping. There is something strange
going on and time is running out for the teen. 3. A Catastrophic Theft Reg's relationship
with Sarah, who has been her loyal friend and protector since she arrived becomes
strained when Sarah’s precious emerald necklace disappears. There is no shortage of
suspects, with Reg herself at the front of the line. Get your paws on these three books
now!
Apricots and WolfsbaneFilles Vertes PublishingWolfsbane - Shadow of AngelNarrative
Land Publishing
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Charlaine Harris, Keri Arthur and Patricia Briggs bring you a Christmas present to
remember! We all know the holiday season can bring out the beast in anyone - but it's
especially hard if you're a lycanthrope! Gathered here together is a veritable feast of
fears and tears: fifteen of the scariest, saddest, funniest werewolf tales, by an
outstanding pack of authors, best read by the light of the full moon, and with a silver
bullet close at hand. In 'Gift Wrap', Sookie Stackhouse is feeling mighty sorry for
herself, all alone for Christmas - until she meets someone with bigger problems than
loneliness ... Patricia Briggs gives us the story of lone wolf David Christiansen, who
needs to mend fences with his daughter, before it's too late. In 'Christmas Past', Keri
Arthur tells the tale of Hannah, who gets an unmerry and potentially life-threatening
Christmas present when the hunky werewolf who dumped her last Christmas Eve turns
up as her partner on the hunt for a vampire serial killer. All these and more feature in
WOLFSBANE AND MISTLETOE, the perfect antidote to Christmas mawkishness!
When savage death stalks the British countryside, there's only one man to call...In the
aftermath of a vicious attack, Tara Pride, a young American student, doesn't know where to
turn. Terrified and distraught over the death of her friend, she's convinced this is more than just
wild dogs or rabid animals. So she reaches out to the one man who might believe herparanormal investigator and Cambridge professor, Marcus Mortlake. At first glance, Mortlake
seems an unlikely candidate to battle the supernatural considering his eccentric character. But
despite his curmudgeonly exterior, Mortlake has faced evil beyond imagination, and put his life
on the line countless times to defend humanity. Now, Mortlake and Tara find themselves facing
a deadly enemy: Rupert Gonfallon, a wealthy and sadistic Lord, who owns the land where the
attack took place. And Mortlake is certain Rupert is connected to a string of bloody murders.
But the truth is even more dangerous than the professor suspects. A pack of savage killers
lurks within the Lord's estate harboring a sinister agenda. Infecting themselves with an ancient
curse to gain power and strength, these ravenous beasts claim the dark forests as their
territory. Now, their infection is spreading. And unless Mortlake can stop them, the countryside
will run red with the blood of fresh prey...
Appealing to the casual comic book reader as well as the hardcore graphic novel fan, this
ultimate AtoZ compendium describes everyone’s favorite participants in the eternal battle
between good and evil. With nearly 200 entries examining more than 1,000 heroes, icons and
their place in popular culture, it is the first comprehensive profile of superheroes across all
media, following their path from comic book stardom to radio, television, movies, and novels.
The best-loved and most historically significant superheroes—mainstream and counterculture,
famous and forgotten, best and worst—are presented with numerous full-color illustrations,
including dozens of classic comic covers. Each significant era of the superhero is
explored—from the Golden Age of the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s through the Modern
Age—providing a unique perspective of the role of the hero over the course of the 20th century
and beyond. This latest edition has been revised to reflect updates on existing characters,
coverage of new characters, and recent films and media trends in the last several years.
The first book in this USA Today Bestselling series. Middle age was never so much fun - if you
don't count the murders. When her husband of thirty years runs off with a college student
named Cherri, Jane Delight returns to Pennsylvania to work in her Amish sister's cupcake
store. Having lost everything in the divorce, Jane now finds herself sharing an apartment with
two feisty octogenarians and their quirky cat. Mr. Crumbles. But there is no time to despair. A
man is murdered in the cupcake store, and now Jane is the prime suspect. Enter brooding
detective Damon McCloud, a Scot with a tragic past and a desire for justice. Can Jane solve
the murder, wrangle her new roommates, and stop herself from falling for the detective? Or will
she never get her new life on track? A freebie Book 1 in a delightful cozy mystery series from
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USA Today best-selling author, Ruth Hartzler.
Things get strange when the full moon comes out... William Jones thinks his life is a living hell
now that he’s moving to backwater Minden, Ontario a small little town community in Canada.
His mother; broken hearted from her divorce and his father a complete and total ass for
cheating. He doesn’t think anything else could possibly go wrong...until he meets a mysterious
girl named Sarah and her friends. At first he plays off the abnormalities as just him being
paranoid but soon events transpire that drags him into a nightmarish world he never knew
existed. It’s a race against a psychotic being who wants nothing more than to kill Sarah. But
how do you kill something that’s faster, stronger and more intelligent than you?
Following the events of Messiah CompleX, X-Factor Investigations is in shambles. Jamie is a
basketcase from his trip to a nightmarish future, Layla's fate is completely in the air, and
Wolfsbane has to leave the team to join X-Force, though none of her friends can know about it.
What will Wolfsbane tell the X-Factor team? What are they going to do about Layla? How is
Jamie coping with his guilt? Get onboard here for X-Factor's brand-new direction! Collects XFactor #28-32 and X-Factor: The Quick and the Dead.
Private investigator, Dinah Greenwoods, has never lost a supernatural case, until she deals
with human. Dinah isn’t just any private investigator from the multiverse. She specializes in
violent cases across the multiverse, and she likes her business until her best friend becomes
the latest victim of a mass murder. She goes to England to obtain information for her
investigation, just to find out her friend might not be the only victim, and the Earth might be
attacked by unknown powerful supernatural forces. Why would she care? She works for a
living. She doesn't plan to be a hero. And this job with the human race doesn't pay much. She
could ignore the information and goes back to her universe, but she decides otherwise,
because Arik convinces her. She could help, and maybe for once in her life, money doesn't
really matter. He's passionate. She's witty. He's talented. She's resourceful. Together, they
could save human kind from the attack. But there is a problem: She can’t use Arik's talent
without sacrificing his life. If you love romantic fantasy that contains a mix of contemporary
suspense, mystery, magic, space opera and time travel, Dark Solar is the series for you. Dark
Solar - Shadow of Angel Oleander Wolfsbane Maikoa Grab the book, and enjoy the ride to
D.N. Leo's exotic universes.
Peter David reinvents X-Factor -- again! Jamie Madrox has become a private eye. But with so
many of his duplicates out in the world, is an identity crisis imminent? X-Factor Investigations
recruits Guido, Wolfsbane, Siryn, M and Rictor -- plus Layla Miller, who knows stuff! But can
the team help mutantkind navigate M-Day and deal with their unbalanced former ally
Quicksilver? X-Factor butts heads with Singularity Investigations, X-Cell, the Isolationist and
more. But what happens when two of Madrox's dupes want their own lives -- and when Jamie
and Layla are thrown into the future? With Mutant Town under siege, Skrulls running rampant,
personal problems tearing the team apart and a major change for Siryn, can X-Factor survive?
COLLECTING: Madrox (2004) 1-5; X-Factor (2005) 1-20, 21-24 (A stories), 25-39; X-Factor:
The Quick and the Dead One-Shot (2008); X-Factor Special: Layla Miller One-Shot (2008);
She-Hulk (2005) 31

‘Russia’s Penal Colony in the Far East: A Translation of Vlas Doroshevich’s
“Sakhalin”’ is the first English language translation of the Russian journalist Vlas
Doroshevich’s 1903 account of his visit to tsarist Russia’s largest penal colony,
Sakhalin, in the north Pacific. This translation introduces English-language readers to
an important writer and original stylist who defined journalistic practice during the years
leading up to the1917 Revolution, by way of a book which helps explain the causes for
that revolution.
After a painful divorce, Joanna Corcoran moves with her six-year-old daughter to a
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country town in Western Australia to teach in the local high school. There, she meets
farmer Chris Youngman, and the two fall in love. But when a local builder is found dead
by poisoning, a police investigation ensues. Chris suddenly seems cold and distant,
and Joanna soon learns shocking secrets of his past. As more secrets surface about
the people around her, Joanna takes matters into her own hands and decided to find
the killer - no matter the danger. But can she find the killer in time?
X-Factor (2005) #233-236, Wolverine (1988) #54
After leaving the R.E.D agency, Joe, Erica, Lulu and Max travel to Alta Palma city, to
live in the house they inherited from their mother. Upon arriving things appear as a
peaceful town of tranquility but the first catch is the wolf bane. As the story progresses
Joe is called to investigate the city, R.E.D is willing to pay him to find lost detectives that
have ventured in and disappeared. He meets a whacky but beautiful and smart girl
Vanessa Greene who is also there for the same case. Both team up to take on
unexpected dangers and try to discover who or what is behind the grizzly murders that
begin to take place.
Part human, part vampir, the beautiful, stubborn, angry young Princess Serene is a
tormented hybrid, her days and nights controlled by her overprotective parents. When
they suddenly insist on an arranged marriage, visions of a grim future in a loveless
pairing with the cold and dominating Wolfsbane drive Princess Serene into a desperate
escape. But instead of freedom, the young naive Princess rushes headlong into the
clutches of a human demon whose cruelty and violence threaten to destroy her and her
world. The entire vampirii nation is helpless to rescue her, and war becomes a
certainty. Rebellion will lead to many deaths, including those she loves. But to endure
brutality until she can escape might be beyond her abilities. Ultimately, Wolfsbane, her
detested bridegroom, is the one holding the key to save her, if he can. And more, can
she be saved?
Murder, monsters…and a disreputable Victorian lady’s maid. A killer stalks the grimy
streets of Whitechapel—but Scotland Yard seems determined to turn a blind eye. With
one look at her best friend's corpse, Liz Sharp already knows the truth: the killer is a
werewolf. No one important will hold a werewolf accountable—after all, the monsters rule
Europe. Certainly, no one will believe a werewolf victim like Liz: the very scars that
make her determined to investigate Sal’s death also condemn her as the sort of female
who’d sell her blood for easy money. As it happens, Liz’s best hope for justice might
well lie with her emotionally repressed employer, Princess May. Though the princess
has connections with werewolf royalty, there’s no one else Liz can turn to. Certainly,
she can’t risk trusting the irritatingly personable Inspector Short, who dogs her steps
from the slums of Whitechapel to the palaces of St James. But as corpses mount up,
Liz discovers that no one is precisely who she thought: not Sal, not herself, and
certainly not the werewolf. Luckily, she has a few tricks hidden in the pockets of her
trusty bloomers… The first novel of Miss Sharp’s Monsters is a witty historical fantasy
adventure, perfect for fans of The Parasol Protectorate or Pride and Prejudice and
Zombies! Pick up The Werewolf of Whitechapel and join Miss Sharp on the uncanny
streets of Victorian London…
Wrong place. Wrong time. Perfect love. Fate brings two strangers from two different
worlds together. Love unites them. Evil tears them apart.Dinah isn't just any private
investigator from the multiverse. She specializes in violent cases across the multiverse,
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and she has never lost a case until her best friend becomes the latest victim of a mass
murder.The only clue she could find is from Arik, an Oxford university professor on
Earth. The problem is, not only he's human - a complicated kind of creature that she
finds hard to understand - he holds many secrets that put himself and those he loves in
danger.She reaches out to him. He agrees to help. She gets close to the truth behind
her friend's death. But she can't solve the case without putting Arik in the crossfire
between his haunting past and her daunting future.She could walk away from the case,
from Arik and the information that a supernatural war is descending on human kind.But
she decides to stay and get involved, knowing that it might be the point of no return to
her peaceful life in a universe faraway from this polluted place called Earth.Shadow of
Angels is a romantic urban fantasy volume in the Crossworld Gateway series,
Multiverse Collection. The collection contains a mix of contemporary suspense mystery,
magic, space opera and time travel romance . CROSSWORLD GATEWAY Shadow of
Angel OleanderWolfsbaneMaikoa CIRCLE OF FATE Curse of Soulmate 1. Random
Psychic2. Forever Mortal3. Elusive Being4. Imperfect Divine Kiss of Mayhem 1. Light
and Shade2. Spells and Codes3. Blood and Spirit4. Totem of Aries Complete series in
the Multiverse Collection Circle of FateShadow of AngelSurge of MagicSoul of
AshesMage of BloodstoneGhost of the Between WorldMore information can be found
at http: //dnleo.co
X-Factor 200-203
"That's the part about being a vampire that I've always hated the perks are great, but
lunch can kill you " One would think that an Investigator who is both vampire and weretiger would have an advantage when it comes to supernatural crime, but right now
that's not the case for Sadie-Marie Stanton, Investigator for Preternatural, Unlimited.
When a string of bizarre murders begin happening, Sadie is called in to use her unique
talents to help solve these crimes, but the deeper she gets, the less sense it makes and
the more trouble she gets in. And then things really start to get rough. It will take all of
her considerable strength, will power and a little help from her friends to solve this
mystery, before her unique self gets her dragged down with it!
Collects New X-Men (2004) #32; X-Force (2008) #11, 21-25; New Mutants (2009) #6-8;
X-Men: Legacy (2008) #231-234; X Necrosha (2009); X Necrosha: The Gathering
(2009); material from X-Force Annual (2009) #1. The biggest and best adventures of
Marvel’s mighty mutants — these are the X-Men Milestones! The vampiric Selene is on
a mad quest to devour enough souls to ascend to godhood and commence a terrible
reign over the planet! The X-Men, X-Force and New Mutants stand ready to oppose
her, but the Black Queen has brought backup: an undead army of the X-Men’s
deceased friends and foes! Meanwhile, on the graveyard island of Genosha, Selene’s
real plan begins: to resurrect Genosha’s entire mutant population — and suck the life
right back out of every single one of them! Can the X-Men defeat their zombified
enemies and stop Selene’s bloody power play?
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